
RUN 2236   The House of Jigsaw. 
~   Hare: Jigsaw     11 January 2021   ~ 

Kicking off the night, Sir Ferrett arrived bearing gifts – a hoard of used & unwanted Hash T-shirts. The last thing anyone 
needs, of course, is yet another T-shirt, but hey these are FREE!!  Needless to say, they were quickly snapped up. 

Birthday drinks supplied by Slug. 

Jigsaw gave a brief overview of the trails; Sir Slab was given a map to lead the walkers.  The 25 assembled runners & 
walkers, overflowing with excitement and anticipation, set off promptly at 6.00pm – up the street, around the corner 
and into the elements.   Then, a km or so along Edinburgh Street, down came the rain; the startled pack running 
wherever for cover.  Most headed back to the House of Jigsaw and into the dry shirts supplied by Sir Ferrett. 
 
The Nosh 

Entrée:  Rice Crackers with 
      a choice of dips 

Main:    Chopped Fish Fingers 
      with Spinach ‘n stuff 
Desert:  Indian Banana Fritters, 
      Ice Cream & Custard; and 
      After Dinner Chocolates. 
 
THE CIRCLE 

Reports:    The Run:  washed out!     The Walk:  washed out!      The Food:  Something different … Yummy! 

Charges:- 

• Sir Ferrett charged for discourteous behaviour towards the GM when endeavouring to address the pack: “… 
excuse me GM, we’re having a conversation” interrupted Sir Ferrett. 

• S-Bend charged for a borderline Rule 1 breach: choosing to BYO & drink a ladies favourite, Cherry Beer. 
• Hare Jigsaw & Sir Slab charged for leading the pack into a dangerous blizzard, putting lives at risk. 
• Sir Slab called other Sirs into the circle: When one Sir drinks, all Sirs drink. And they did. 
• Sir Botcho ‘found’ a lost pair of shorts, which then were claimed by Jigsaw, Now Loved & Sir Black Stump.  A 

hell of a push ‘n shove ensured … Jigsaw won. 
 

Another good night, and well done Jigsaw. 

 

Judging by the menu du jour (or in Indian: आज का मनूे), 
Jigsaw I think is part Indian, high caste of course. 
 

Making a welcome return from many weeks of pain 
& suffering with Knee-Moania was Phantom.  On 
seeing the food, he made an early and fast exit. 


